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Presenter
Presentation Notes
People now realize that the Bay is a vital part of our quality of life. It’s our number one economic engine, vital to tourism, commerce and to public recreation.And it sustains thousands of species of fish, birds, and wildlife that are critical to keeping the ecosystem in balance.The Bay touches all of our lives, whether we work or live along its shores, visit its parks, or admire the views from afar.



150 years of 
urbanization 
has altered 

San Francisco 
Bay 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But for decades, we didn’t appreciate the beauty of the Bay and the importance of keeping it clean.More than 160 years of urbanization has dramatically altered the Bay.Seven million people now live together in close proximity with each other and with wildlife, putting serious stress on the Bay ecosystem.



Tidal marsh habitat for fish and birds has been 
reduced dramatically 

(1850) (1998) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1850: Considerably more tidal marsh around the bay – nearly 200,000 acresOver the years, that marsh gradually got filled in or altered significantly. --Agricultural producers trapped the salt water around the Bay and created salt ponds, both in the North and the South Bay--Thousands of acres were filled in to accommodate the growing population.1998: Far less – just 44,000 acres



Human Impact: The Bay 
60 Years Ago 

Thousands of acres of Bay fill 

• Unregulated pollution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bay used to be about 30% larger than it is today; for decades, we were rapidly filling it in to accommodate the growing population.And, there was virtually no regulation about what could be dumped into the Bay. There was a time, not long ago – as recent as 1960 -- when it was legal to dump your trash right into the Bay. Fortunately, that is no longer the case.



 100,000 Acres of Tidal Marsh  
Needed for a Healthy Bay 

22,000 acres to be secured 
 

 

 

 44,000 acres today 

35,000+ acres secured for 
restoration 

100,000 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1999, scientists determined that the Bay needed at least 100,000 acres of protected, restored wetlands in order to sustain a healthy ecosystem. This was the Baylands Ecosystem Habitat Goals report. As the previous map showed, the Bay historically had nearly 200,000 acres of wetlands; today, we have 42,000 acres. So the report called for more than doubling that in order to have enough tidal habitat to ensure a healthy Bay. And just in October, the authors of that original report issued an update that focused specifically on the impact of climate change on the Bay ecosystem. What they found was that sea level rise and the threat of flooding from climate-induced storms means that our baylands play a more important role than ever and we have to act faster to restore and protect them.The good news is that there are already 36,000 acres in public hands awaiting restoration; they just need the money. 



The Bay and Climate Change: A Growing Threat 
 

48” Sea Level Rise  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photos on the right were taken in different spots around the Bay during the recent King Tides event – a natural occurrence.With rising sea levels, we are likely to see this kind of flooding – and more intense flooding – on a more regular basis. Climate change experts predict a rise in sea level around the Bay Area of 16 inches by 2050 and 55 inches by the end of the century. We’re also expecting a severe storm in the region – part of a 200-year cycle. Bay On the Brink put out report called “Surviving the Storm” that estimates the economic risk of severe flooding from that storm at $10.4 billion.Map shows areas vulnerable to predicted sea level rise, juxtaposed with the wetlands that could provide protection if they were to be restored and maintained.



N Sea Level Rise: A Growing Threat 
 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL REPORT ON SLR 
PROJECTIONS FOR CALIFORNIA  

 Year  Projections  Ranges 
 2030  6 +/- 2 inches  2 to 12 inches 
 2050  11 +/- 4 inches  5 to 24 inches 
 2100  36 +/- 10 inches  17 to 66 inches 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photos on the right were taken in different spots around the Bay during the recent King Tides event – a natural occurrence.With rising sea levels, we are likely to see this kind of flooding – and more intense flooding – on a more regular basis. Climate change experts predict a rise in sea level around the Bay Area of 16 inches by 2050 and 55 inches by the end of the century. We’re also expecting a severe storm in the region – part of a 200-year cycle. Bay On the Brink put out report called “Surviving the Storm” that estimates the economic risk of severe flooding from that storm at $10.4 billion.Map shows areas vulnerable to predicted sea level rise, juxtaposed with the wetlands that could provide protection if they were to be restored and maintained.



Water surface elevation from sea level 
rise and storm surge 

(Water levels in inches) 



Severe Storm Risk 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bay Area Council Economic Institute released a report in March 2015 that outlines the significant economic losses and disruption that would result from a major storm event unless measures are taken to enhance flood protection for the region.According to the report, a conservative estimate suggests that a major 200-year storm could cost the region $10.4 billion – roughly the cost of the Loma Prieta earthquake. And that estimate does not include the costs of repairing highways or airports, the loss of life, potential levee failures in the Delta, or communications facilities.



  

IMPORTANCE OF TIDAL MARSH 
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Presentation Notes
Obvious – provides habitat for fish and wildlife. Thousands of species depend on the unique characteristics of tidal marsh for habitat.Filters out pollution: As water flows through the marsh, it actually captures pollutants so that when the water flows out the other side, it’s cleaner.-- Restoration also means removing trash from creeks, improving water quality upstreamAct as natural barrier against flooding, trapping wave energy and absorbing storm surge.--Can also acquire sediment over time, adapting to sea level rise.



 

Restored Wetlands Protect Us 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wetland restoration is a cost-effective solution to sea level rise in the Bay. They can accumulate sediment over time and rise along with the tides, and they can act as a sponge to trap and slowly release rain and flood waters. As a first line of defense against storm surge, they can also absorb wave energy and lessen the impact on the shoreline.Wetlands, and traditional levees fronted by wetlands, are more effective and less expensive to maintain, saving us all money over time.  Restoring these areas of the Bay helps us protect our communities and the vital infrastructure along the shoreline.And, of course, wetlands and wetlands-fronted levees provide public access and important ecosystem benefits.



San Francisco Bay Restoration Authority 

 Regional special district created in 2008 

 Mission: Raise and allocate funding for wetlands 
restoration, protection, and public access to Bay 

 Governing Board: Seven elected officials from 
each quadrant of the Bay Area 

 Advisory Committee comprised of community 
stakeholders 
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Presentation Notes
In 2008, the San Francisco Bay Restoration Authority was created by legislation. It is a regional special district whose sole mission is to raise and allocate funds for the restoration and protection of Bay wetlands and habitat.It is mandated to propose a new funding mechanism to Bay Area voters for Bay wetlands restoration, and then it will be responsible for providing grants to projects that accelerate restoration, flood protection, and enhance public access to the Bay.It is managed by a Governing Board comprised of representatives from all nine Bay Area counties, and it has an Advisory Committee that represents a broad array of community interests.The Authority has no staff or funding to carry out its important mission.



Clean and Healthy Bay Ballot Measure 
June 2016 

 $12 annual parcel tax for 20 years 

 Would generate ~$500 million to 
accelerate wetlands restoration and 
leverage state and Federal funds  

 Needs 2/3 support in all nine counties, 
cumulatively, to pass 

 Recent tracking poll found strong 
majority of likely June voters in favor 
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Presentation Notes
Restoration Authority just voted yesterday to place a $12 annual parcel tax on the June 2016 ballot to accelerate Bay wetlands restoration.$12/parcel/year for 20 years, generating about $500 million totalApril polling showed strong support, even after negative messaging; December tracking poll still showed strong support, although down slightly and tracking consistently with “right direction/wrong track” question Requires 2/3 approval cumulatively to pass.With passage of this measure, we hope to leverage these local funds into more support from the State and the federal government in the future. Total need to complete the restoration and get to the 100,000 acre goal is about $2 billion. Funding for other watersheds around the country is much higher: $25-30 million per year for Puget Sound; Chesapeake Bay gets about $50-75 million; Great Lakes get around $300 million.



Revenues to be used to: 

• Habitat restoration 
• Levy construction and repair 
• Trail signage repair, improved 

trail access 
• Shoreline cleanup  
• Trash capture where creeks 

enter into Bay 
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Clean and Healthy Bay Ballot Measure 
June 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The revenues from the parcel tax will support a wide range of restoration and shoreline enhancement projects, as long as they are directly related to wetlands restoration Habitat restorationLevy construction and repairTrail signage repair, improved trail accessShoreline cleanup Trash capture where creeks enter into Bay



 50% of revenue 
allocated to four 
Bay regions, 
based on 
population  

 Other 50% 
competitive 

 West Bay (SF 
and San Mateo 
Co.) to receive 
11% minimum 

Eligible Projects 
Throughout Bay Area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coastal Conservancy staff, through input of Advisory Committee and other stakeholders, put together long list of projects likely to be eligible for funding. 



Examples of Likely Eligible 
Projects in San Mateo County 

 
Restoration 

Project 

Levee Project 

4 ft. sea level rise 

2 ft. sea level rise 
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Presentation Notes
Projects in San Mateo Co.:--Bair Island: Enhancement, management, and monitoring of tidal wetlands on Inner, Middle, and Outer Bair Island; provision of public access--Coyote Point Eastern Promenade: Project includes perched beach to adapt to sea level rise; trail and visitor amenities--East Palo Alto Shoreline: Restoration and maintenance of habitat; construction, maintenance, and operations of public access facilities--South Bay Salt Pond Restoration Project – Ravenswood: Wetland restoration of almost 900 acres; pond habitat enhancements for waterbirds; flood projection for adjacent communities; and new Bay Trail connections and interpretive features--Lower San Francisquito Creek: Ecosystem restoration, flood protection, and recreation enhancement



People for a Clean and Healthy Bay 

 Other Key Supporters: Audubon California; Ducks 
Unlimited; Sonoma Land Trust; Trust for Public Land  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide needs some work – what info do you want to include here? Should I mention TBWB or leave them out? What about major funders?



Support is Growing 
 

Members of Congress 

Bay Area Mayors 

State Legislators 

County Supervisors 

Public Agencies 

 

Business Groups   

Environmental Organizations 

Political Organizations  

Local Elected Officials and Community 
Leaders 

 
Full list available at www.peopleforacleanandhealthybay.org 

“Bay Area voters in June should back Measure AA” – 
Mercury News Editorial, Feb 26, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
San Mateo supporters currently include:Congresswoman Jackie Speier (CA-14)Supervisor Dave Pine (obviously)Committee for Green FoothillsExpect to get endorsement from San Mateo Democratic Central Committee (meeting on 2/18)



The Election and the Campaign 
 Measure transmitted to all nine Bay 

Area county registrars for placement on 
the ballot 

 Lead county, Santa Clara, will prepare 
ballot materials and distribute to other 
registrars 

 Ballot issues (letter, placement, ballot 
costs) 

 $2-5 million campaign 
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What we are doing:--Continuing to engage stakeholders in conversation by doing outreach meetings like this--Contacting all county supervisors to let them know measure is coming and secure endorsements--Campaign is hiring staff, fundraisingSupport to date:--More than 50 elected officials and local leaders have endorsed--Mercury News editorial in October endorsed; SF Chronicle piece; more to come--Campaign executive committee includes: STB, BAC, SVLG, Audubon CA, TPL, DU, RLF



What You Can Do 
 Endorse the measure 

 Spread the word, 
promote it with peers 

 Consider serving on 
San Mateo County 
Area Committee, or 
identify other leaders 
who may be willing to 
serve 

 Vote for the measure 
in June 
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Presentation Notes
What we are doing:--Continuing to engage stakeholders in conversation by doing outreach meetings like this--Contacting all county supervisors to let them know measure is coming--Hiring campaign staff, including Area Committee leadersWhat you can do:--Endorse the measure--Tell others to support it--Join the county Area Committee or identify others who might join – it’s for people willing to play more active role in supporting the campaign; participation includes being available to speak about measure with press, attend events and talk about measure, submit LTEs or op-eds, etc.; committees will be led by one captain and coordinated mostly via email or phone



More information:    
 

www.peopleforacleanandhealthybay.org

Questions? 
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